SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING
SOCIAL SKILLS ACTIVITY

SOCIAL SKILL: WAITING & INTERRUPTING APPROPRIATELY
CASEL COMPETENCY: SELF-MANAGEMENT

ACTIVITY INFORMATION

Activity: Today We Share and Listen
Grade Levels: 3-6
Prep Time: 0-5 min
Activity Time: <15 min

MATERIALS AND ADVANCED PREPARATION

Materials: None needed.
Preparation: None needed.

ACTIVITY

Beforehand (the day before), instruct 3-4 students to find an interesting fact or story that relates to something you are studying as a class. On the day the students will be sharing, check in with sharers about their topic. After the first sharer talks about a topic of his choice, he says, “I'm ready for questions.” The sharer calls on a student, who asks one question. The sharer responds to the question in a complete sentence. Repeat this step two or more times. Continue with the other sharers. As time allows after sharing, ask a reflective question and reinforce speaking and listening skills.